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Brought to life over sixty years ago by Margret and H.A. Rey, Curious George has found a lasting

place in the hearts of millions of children all over the world. Along with his friends, George has had

many fun adventures. Now you can listen and learn with Curious George and his friends too!
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In this story George and his friend visit the zoo to see a new exhibit. George witnesses a zoo keeper

feeding the seals and decides it would be fun to share his snack with the other animals. Because

George can't read the signs by the animal cages he doesn't know that you should not feed the

animals. After giving the zoo keepers a merry chase he is caught and told that feeding the animals

things they shouldn't eat can make them sick. George feels bad and makes up for it by helping the

zoo keepers with the new exhibit. Excellent story and introduces a number of different animals for

children to identify.

I really enjoyed the narration on Curious George rides a bike--a man reading and doing all the

voices. My daughter and I thought his reading was so amusing that I bought this one. I was

disappointed--this one is a woman reading, with a couple other voices, but not great. The book is

also softcover and not that long. I would stick to some of the other Curious George books. This one

is going back--not worth the price.



My 3 1/2 yr old son loves Curious George books. They are just the right amount of words on a page,

with drawings that hold his interest while I read them. Takes about 5 minutes to read this to him,

including time for his comments:) He loves the sticker page at the back because when we finish

reading the book, he puts one sticker on his hand and sleeps with it during the night.

Good book. This is one of the older curious george stories and drawings. Not one of the newer

curious goerge stories and drawings.

Love the books that are designed for Kindle! Though you can get many children's books on Kindle,

some are not actually designed for the Kindle so the font and pictures are very small. This book

works great on Kindle, my children enjoy it.

This is a nice story about Curious George who goes to the zoo and tries to feed the animals. It is

read nicely and is easy to follow while listening to the cd. My 2 year old can do it alone with the turn

the page signal.

I love all the curious George books. Who Doesn't?author of "Hobo Finds A Home"

My son 4 Loved the movie and I loved the book when I was a child. This adds to the pleasure of

knowing this great little guy ( george) I can say I believe you will love it also.
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